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When it comes to computer security, the role of auditors today has never been more crucial. Auditors must ensure that all computers, in particular those dealing with e-business, are secure. The only source for information on the combined areas of computer audit, control, and security, the IT Audit, Control, and Security describes the types of internal controls, security, and integrity procedures that management must build into its
automated systems. This very timely book provides auditors with the guidance they need to ensure that their systems are secure from both internal and external threats.
This book illustrates the many Open Source cost savings opportunities available to companies seeking Sarbanes-Oxley compliance. It also provides examples of the Open Source infrastructure components that can and should be made compliant. In addition, the book clearly documents which Open Source tools you should consider using in the journey towards compliance. Although many books and reference material have been
authored on the financial and business side of Sox compliance, very little material is available that directly address the information technology considerations, even less so on how Open Source fits into that discussion. Each chapter begins with an analysis of the business and technical ramifications of Sarbanes-Oxley as regards to topics covered before moving into the detailed instructions on the use of the various Open Source
applications and tools relating to the compliance objectives. Shows companies how to use Open Source tools to achieve SOX compliance, which dramatically lowers the cost of using proprietary, commercial applications Only SOX compliance book specifically detailing steps to achieve SOX compliance for IT Professionals
Illustrates the Open Source cost savings opportunities available to companies seeking Sarbanes-Oxley compliance. This book also provides examples of the Open Source infrastructure components that can and should be made compliant. It also documents which Open Source tools you should consider using in the journey towards compliance.
Discusses all types of corporate risks and practical means of defending against them. Security is currently identified as a critical area of Information Technology management by a majority of government, commercial, and industrial organizations. Offers an effective risk management program, which is the most critical function of an information security program.
Using COBIT 5 Enablers with the ISACA Privacy Principles
Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information and Engineering Systems, Part II
Self-assessment Guide Using COBIT® 5
Information Technology Risk Management in Enterprise Environments
Using COBIT 4. 1
Improving Systems Processes with Service Management, COBIT, and ITIL
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Information Security Governance
Transforming Cybersecurity: Using COBIT 5
Information Technology Risk Management and Compliance in Modern Organizations
Using COBIT 4.1
Executive's Guide to IT Governance

Written for IT service managers, consultants and other practitioners in IT governance, risk and compliance, this practical book discusses all the key concepts of COBIT®5, and explains how to direct the governance of enterprise IT (GEIT) using the COBIT®5 framework. The book also covers the
main frameworks and standards supporting GEIT, discusses the ideas of enterprise and governance, and shows the path from corporate governance to the governance of enterprise IT.
Create strong IT governance processes In the current business climate where a tremendous amount of importance is being given to governance, risk, and compliance (GRC), the concept of IT governance is becoming an increasingly strong component. Executive's Guide to IT Governance explains IT
governance, why it is important to general, financial, and IT managers, along with tips for creating a strong governance, risk, and compliance IT systems process. Written by Robert Moeller, an authority in auditing and IT governance Practical, no-nonsense framework for identifying, planning,
delivering, and supporting IT services to your business Helps you identify current strengths and weaknesses of your enterprise IT governance processes Explores how to introduce effective IT governance principles with other enterprise GRC initiatives Other titles by Robert Moeller: IT Audit,
Control, and Security and Brink's Modern Internal Auditing: A Common Body of Knowledge There is strong pressure on corporations to have a good understanding of their IT systems and the controls that need to be in place to avoid such things as fraud and security violations. Executive's Guide to
IT Governance gives you the tools you need to improve systems processes through IT service management, COBIT, and ITIL.
The four-volume set LNAI 6881-LNAI 6884 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Knowledge-Based Intelligent Information and Engineering Systems, KES 2011, held in Kaiserslautern, Germany, in September 2011. Part 2: The total of 244 high-quality papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The 70 papers of Part 2 are organized in topical sections on web intelligence, text and multimedia mining and retrieval, intelligent tutoring systems and e-learning environments, other / misc. intelligent systems topics,
methods and techniques of artificial and computational intelligence in economics, finance and decision making, workshop on seamless integration of semantic technologies in computer-supported office work (sistcow), innovations in chance discovery, advanced knowledge-based systems, recent trends
in knowledge engineering, smart systems, and their applications.
This guide details an approach to undertaking IT process assessments based on the COBIT 5 Process Assessment Model or PAM. Included in this guide are sufficient information from the COBIT PAM and a full self-assessment template to simplify the self-assessment process.
Implementing a Privacy Protection Program
15th International Conference, KES 2011, Kaiserslautern, Germany, September 12-14, 2011, Proceedings
A Management Guide
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Vendor Management: Using COBIT 5
COBIT Process Assessment Model (PAM): Using COBIT 4.1
A Business Framework for the Governance and Management of Enterprise IT.

Attacks on information systems and applications have become more prevalent with new advances in technology. Management of security and quick threat identification have become imperative aspects of technological applications. Information Technology Risk Management and Compliance in Modern Organizations is a pivotal reference source featuring the latest scholarly research on the need for an effective chain of information management and clear principles of
information technology governance. Including extensive coverage on a broad range of topics such as compliance programs, data leak prevention, and security architecture, this book is ideally designed for IT professionals, scholars, researchers, and academicians seeking current research on risk management and compliance.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Workshop on Human-Computer Interaction, HCI 2004, held at ECCV 2004 in Prague, Czech Republic in May 2004. The 19 revised full papers presented together with an introductory overview and an invited paper were carefully reviewed and selected from 45 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on human-robot interaction, gesture recognition and body tracking, systems, and face and
head.
This special version of COBIT serves as a starting point for enterprises in their move towards an appropriate level of control and governance of IT. This publication was developed in response to comments that COBIT, in its complete form, can be a bit overwhelming. Those who operate with a small IT staff often do not have the resources to implement all of COBIT. This subset of COBIT includes only those control objectives that are considered the most critical, so that
implementation of COBIT's fundamental principles can take place easily, effectively and relatively quickly.
This IT Governance Management Guide is the result of a project that involved many experts from all over the world. It started out as a compact reference to one framework, but it grew into an original document on IT Governance. It provides readers with 2 benefits . First, it is a quick-reference guide to IT governance for those who are not acquainted with this field. Second, it is a high-level introduction to ISACA's open standard COBIT 4.1 that will encourage further study.
This guide follows the process structure of COBIT 4.1, in addition it supplies new information to the structure. This guide is aimed at business and IT (service) managers, consultants, auditors and anyone interested in learning more about the possible application of IT governance standards in the IT management domain. In addition, it provides students in IT and Business Administration with a compact reference to COBIT 4.1. By this book is a separate file (free, via internet)
available: • All images in the book, in Powerpoint format. Click on the button Training Material by the book on our website.
Auditing Information Systems
Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance Using COBIT and Open Source Tools
COBIT Assessor Guide
COBIT 5 for Risk
COBIT and Application Controls
IT Control Objectives for Sarbanes-Oxley
COBIT 2019 Framework
Using CobiT
A Practical Guide for the Service-Oriented Architect
Effective Auditing with AS5, CobiT, and ITIL
9th International Conference, ICCHP 2004, Paris, France, July 7-9, 2004 : Proceedings
Sarbanes-Oxley Internal Controls: Effective Auditing with AS5, CobiT, and ITIL is essential reading for professionals facing the obstacle of improving internal controls in their businesses. This timely resource provides at-your-fingertips critical compliance and internal audit best practices for today's world of SOx
internal controls. Detailed and practical, this introductory handbook will help you to revitalize your business and drive greater performance.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Computers Helping People with Special Needs, ICCHP 2004, held in Paris, France, in July 2004. The 172 revised contributions presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. The papers evaluate how various
fields in computer science can contribute to helping people with various kinds of disabilities. Among the technical fields evaluated are information systems, Web and Internet, the information society, computer-assisted education, human-computer interaction, interface design, virtual reality, mobile computing,
ubiquitous computing, pervasive computing, assistive technology, multimedia, display technology, haptic computing, audio interfaces, and societal and administrative issues.
Society's growing dependence on information technology for survival has elevated the importance of controlling and evaluating information systems. A sound plan for auditing information systems and the technology that supports them is a necessity for organizations to improve the IS benefits and allow the organization
to manage the risks associated with technology.Auditing Information Systems gives a global vision of auditing and control, exposing the major techniques and methods. It provides guidelines for auditing the crucial areas of IT--databases, security, maintenance, quality, and communications.
The Expert, Practical Guide to Succeeding with SOA in the Enterprise In Executing SOA, four experienced SOA implementers share realistic, proven, “from-the-trenches” guidance for successfully delivering on even the largest and most complex SOA initiative. This book follows up where the authors’ best-selling ServiceOriented Architecture Compass left off, showing how to overcome key obstacles to successful SOA implementation and identifying best practices for all facets of execution—technical, organizational, and human. Among the issues it addresses: introducing a services discipline that supports collaboration and information
process sharing; integrating services with preexisting technology assets and strategies; choosing the right roles for new tools; shifting culture, governance, and architecture; and bringing greater agility to the entire organizational lifecycle, not just isolated projects. Executing SOA is an indispensable resource
for every enterprise architect, technical manager, and IT leader tasked with driving value from SOA in complex environments. Coverage includes · Implementing SOA governance that reflects the organization’s strategic and business focus · Running SOA projects successfully: practical guidelines and proven methodologies
around service modeling and design · Leveraging reusable assets: making the most of your SOA repository · Enabling the architect to choose the correct tools and products containing the features required to execute on the SOA method for service design and implementation · Defining information services to get the
right information to the right people at the right time · Integrating SOA with Web 2.0 and other innovative products and solutions · Providing highly usable human interfaces in SOA environments
Guidance for Information Security Managers
Sarbanes-Oxley Internal Controls
COBIT® Control Practices
Introduction and Methodology
A Review of Industry Practices and a Practical Guide to Risk Management Teams
Guidance to Achieve Control Objectives for Successful IT Governance
Controls & Assurance in the Cloud: Using COBIT 5
Sarbanes-Oxley IT Compliance Using COBIT and Open Source Tools
Securing Mobile Devices Using COBIT 5 for Information Security
COBIT 5
SharePoint Deployment and Governance Using COBIT 4. 1
Governance of Enterprise IT based on COBIT 5

The cost and frequency of cybersecurity incidents are on the rise, is your enterprise keeping pace? The numbers of threats, risk scenarios and vulnerabilities have grown exponentially. Cybersecurity has evolved as a new field of interest, gaining political and societal attention. Given this magnitude, the future
tasks and responsibilities associated with cybersecurity will be essential to organizational survival and profitability. This publication applies the COBIT 5 framework and its component publications to transforming cybersecurity in a systemic way. First, the impacts of cybercrime and cyberwarfare on business
and society are illustrated and put in context. This section shows the rise in cost and frequency of security incidents, including APT attacks and other threats with a critical impact and high intensity. Second, the transformation addresses security governance, security management and security assurance. In
accordance with the lens concept within COBIT 5, these sections cover all elements of the systemic transformation and cybersecurity improvements.
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IT Governance based on CobiT® 4.1 - A Management Guide
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